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SAFETY 

 

Safety is everyone’s responsibility.  Dragon Boat Paddling is a water sport activity and a physical 

activity.  The following information is provided to help keep everyone safe.  Please review and be 

familiar with the information.   

 

EMERGENCY PLAN 

 

“EMERGENCY” 

 

• The steer or drummer shall use the command "EMERGENCY" to indicate that an 

emergency exists. At this command, the front pair and the rear pair of paddlers will raise 

their paddles straight up in the air; all other paddlers will put their paddles in the water in 

the "hold water" position. The command "EMERGENCY" will be used to signal a paddler 

overboard, a medical emergency, or swamping. The capsizing of a boat will be evident to 

emergency personnel. If the steer is unable to issue the command, the drummer will take 

over. 

• A bailer will be located in the stern of the boat near the steer to be used in the event of 

swamping or a boat taking on a large amount of water. 

 

FIRST AID 

 

• A first aid emergency is any medical emergency or physical injury that takes place on 

board the dragon boat. The injured paddler or his or her buddy signals the steer byraising 

an arm in the air. The steer issues the command "EMERGENCY" to alert emergency 

personnel. The steer communicates the nature of the emergency to the emergency 

personnel who assume responsibility for the first aid care. The dragon boat then returns to 

the unloading area, or to the starting line, as appropriate. 

 

PADDLER OVERBOARD 

 

• Paddler overboard means a crew member has fallen out of the boat. The steer issues the 

"EMERGENCY" command. The steer points with an arm at the paddler in the water so 

EMT personnel are aware of the nature of the emergency and the whereabouts of the 

victim. Should the paddler swim back to the dragon boat, he should be floated on the 

windward side of the boat until help arrives. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REBOARD THE 

PADDLER. When emergency personnel arrive, they will take the paddler on their boat 

and return to the dock. The rescued paddler remains on the dock until the rest of the crew 

arrives. 
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COLLISION 

 

• A dragon boat collision can put many people in the water and in danger. In the event of a 

collision, the race is stopped immediately: all dragon boats come to a stop to avoid adding 

to the collision. 

• Dragon boats are not to assist with the rescue. A dragon boat is not maneuverable; it will 

get in the way of emergency personnel and may cause injury to paddlers in the water. All 

dragon boats not involved in the collision give the collision site a wide berth and return to 

the unloading area. All injuries are reported to the steer when the buddy check is 

completed. Crew members should keep calm and quiet so they can hear directions from 

the steer and emergency personnel. 

• Crew members stay in the boat. This will keep paddlers out of harm's way when 

emergency personnel arrive. Paddlers in the water should avoid climbing on top of, or 

attempting to get into either boat as the boats may start to roll, injuring other paddlers. 

• If a crew member is injured, the uninjured buddy uses one hand to grasp the gunwale of 

the boat and the other to grasp the collar of the Personal Flotation Device of the injured 

buddy. It is important for the uninjured buddy to maintain verbal contact with their buddy. 

If the water is cold or paddlers feel cold, they should be instructed to pull their knees to 

their chest and wrap their arm around their legs. 

• Upon their arrival, emergency personnel take control of the situation. The steer provides 

information on missing buddies or injuries. Emergency personnel may take some paddlers 

on board the rescue boat. 

• Paddlers being boarded on the rescue boat follow the directions of the emergency 

personnel and allow themselves to be pulled into the boat. 

 

CAPSIZING 

 

• A capsized dragon boat is one that has turned upside down with the hull of the boat 

skyward. Participants should understand that they cannot stop a boat from capsizing once 

it has started to turn. Participants let themselves go with the boat's roll. Paddlers on the 

high side of the dragon boat should try to throw themselves clear of their partner and 

release their paddles. 

• Participants who come up under the overturned boat can breathe in the air pocket, grasp 

the gunwale of the boat with one hand and duck back down, oriented by their hand on the 

gunwale until they are clear of the boat and can surface. Upon surfacing, buddies check 

each other for injury and report any injuries to the steer. 

• Crew members stay with the boat. This will keep paddlers out of harm's way when 

emergency personnel arrive. Paddlers in the water should avoid climbing on top of, or 

attempting to get into the boat as the boat may start to roll, injuring other paddlers. 

• If a crew member is injured, the uninjured buddy uses one hand to grasp the gunwale of 

the boat and the other to grasp the collar of the Personal Flotation Device of the injured 

buddy. It is important for the uninjured buddy to maintain verbal contact with their buddy. 
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If the water is cold or paddlers feel cold, they should be instructed to pull their knees to 

their chest and wrap their arm around their legs. 

• Upon their arrival, emergency personnel take control of the situation. The steer provides 

information on missing buddies or injuries. Emergency personnel may take some paddlers 

on board the rescue boat. Paddlers being boarded on the rescue boat follow instruction of 

emergency personnel and allow themselves to be pulled into the boat. 

 

SWAMPING 

 

• A boat is swamped when it takes on large amounts of water. A swamped boat floats 

upright just below the surface of the water. If water can be safely and quickly bailed out, 

the steer assigns someone to do this with the bailer. If the boat cannot be bailed, the crew 

stays in the boat to steady it - all paddlers reach with their paddles as far to the outside as 

possible. It is important that the paddlers stay in the boat and to remain still. 

• When the boat is swamped, the steer conducts a buddy check. Any injuries are reported to 

the steer. Paddlers are reminded to stay calm and quiet so they can hear directions from 

the steer and emergency personnel. 

• Upon their arrival, emergency personnel take control of the situation. The steer provides 

information on missing buddies or injuries. 

 

PRE-LAUNCH SAFETY BRIEFING 

 

• Introduce yourself to the team that just boarded the boat (NOTE: Some Clubs might 

perform a more detailed Safety Briefing periodically including demonstrating CPR rescue 

and other emergency safety briefings) 

• Count the entire crew, including yourself, and record the total number onboard. 

• Go over the basic commands you plan to use;  

o Take it Away (Start Paddling) 

o Let it Run (Stop Paddling) 

o Hold Water (Buried Blades Deep in Water to Stop Boat) 

• Determine the experience level of the crew / paddlers 

• Clarify that the Steersperson is the ultimate authority in issues of navigation and boat 

safety 

• Have paddlers identify their “seat buddies” 

• Inform the crew it the boat capsizes to stay with the boat. Once up, find your seat buddy.  

Take a head count. You may designate a strong swimmer to search under the boat.  Utilize 

your cell phone, tow rope, etc.  Do not swim away from the boat.  It will continue to float 

even if full of water. 

• Ask if there are any last questions from the crew prior to launching. 
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INSPECTING FOR RISK (BEST DEMONSTRATED PRACTICE SHARING) 

(Source: USDBF Recommendation to Event Organizers) 
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